D-S JV Boys Soccer 3, Atlantic 1
D-S improves to 14-1 this season, 5-0 vs. Hawkeye 10 teams
Shots:
Shots on goal:
Saves:
Corner kicks:
Fouls:
Off sides:

D-S 23, Atlantic 4
D-S 14, Atlantic 2
Christopher Magana had 1 save in goal for the Monarchs.
D-S 3, Atlantic 0
Atlantic 2, D-S 6
Atlantic 1, D-S 2

Goals: 1) Jairon Hernandez scored his 1st goal of the season, assisted by Angel Jimenez (5th
assist), with 14:36 remaining in the 1st half. Jimenez had the ball in the center of the field and
passed the ball to Hernandez on the left wing, where he hit the shot from 12 yards out.
2) Cristopher Ochoa scored his 3rd goal of the season, assisted by Wilverg Palma (6th
assist), with 8:11 remaining in the 1st half. Palma split a pass through a gap in the Trojan
defense to Ochoa running the left wing. Ochoa finished the 1 on 1 vs. their keeper from 12
yards out.
The halftime score was D-S 2, Atlantic 0
3) Angel Jimenez scored his 14th goal of the season with 12:47 remaining in the match.
The goal was unassisted as Jimenez took a free kick from 20 yards out following an Atlantic
player knocking him to the ground on a counter. Jimenez hit a low free shot that hit the Atlantic
defensive wall. The shot rebounded back to Jimenez, who made his 2nd chance count as he
put the 20 yard shot into the upper 90 degree angle of the right side of the goalpost.
Atlantic scored on a counter with 5:27 remaining in the match against the 3rd string D-S
lineup.
Comments by Coach Eller: “The JV played another very good game. We were accurate with
our shots for the most part. Atlantic’s goalkeeper had a couple very nice saves on some very
hard shots on goal. We just missed out on a couple of headers that were just over the crossbar
from inside of 6 yards. Defensively, we made a couple mistakes and Atlantic made us pay for
one of them. We tried to get fancy and take the ball from their player instead of making him get
around us and kick it out of bounds or clear it when he made his mistake. We stabbed at the
ball which deflected off his leg and gave him a breakaway 1 on 1 vs. our keeper. We got
everybody a lot of playing time in our last home game of the season. Overall, we played well
and the game was not as close as the score would indicate”.

